
How to Build The Noank Pulling Boat: A
Masterpiece of Craftsmanship and Elegance

If you are a fan of classic boats, then the Noank Pulling Boat should definitely be
high on your list of must-build vessels. This boat, with its unique design and
remarkable performance on the water, is a true masterpiece of craftsmanship and
elegance. In this article, we will explore the meticulous process of building the
Noank Pulling Boat and why it has become a favorite among boat enthusiasts.

The History of the Noank Pulling Boat

Before we delve into the building process, let's take a step back and learn a bit
about the history of the Noank Pulling Boat. Originating from the coastal town of
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Noank, Connecticut, this boat was initially crafted in the early 1800s by local
fishermen who needed a reliable vessel for their daily activities.
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The Noank Pulling Boat quickly gained popularity due to its exceptional stability
and ability to handle rough waters. Fishermen appreciated its large capacity and
the ease with which it could be maneuvered, making it the perfect choice for their
demanding needs.

The Design and Construction Process

Building a Noank Pulling Boat is not a task for the faint-hearted. It requires a high
level of skill, attention to detail, and a genuine passion for the craft. The first step
involves selecting the finest materials, typically top-quality wood such as white
cedar, oak, or mahogany.

The construction process begins by creating a detailed blueprint that outlines the
boat's dimensions, curves, and overall design. Every measurement must be
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precise to ensure a perfect fit and stable structure. Once the blueprint is finalized,
the real work begins.

The keel, the backbone of the boat, is meticulously shaped and fitted. Next, the
frames, ribs, and planks are carefully added, one by one, until the hull takes
shape. Each piece is precisely cut, sanded, and fastened to ensure a seamless
result.

Once the basic structure is complete, the interior features such as benches,
oarlocks, and storage compartments are integrated. The craftsmanship extends
to every aspect of the boat, including the exquisite finishing touches like
varnishing and painting.

Why Choose the Noank Pulling Boat?

The Noank Pulling Boat stands out for several reasons. Firstly, its distinct design
and elegant lines make it a visual masterpiece. The long, narrow hull, combined
with the sleek curves, gives the boat a timeless appeal that never fails to turn
heads.

Secondly, the boat's performance on the water is exceptional. The hull's shape
allows for effortless gliding through the waves, ensuring a smooth and enjoyable
ride. The stability of the boat makes it perfect for a variety of activities, including
fishing, rowing, or simply cruising along the shoreline.

Furthermore, owning a Noank Pulling Boat is like owning a piece of history. Its
connection to the origins of New England's maritime heritage adds a sense of
nostalgia and tradition. This boat embodies the spirit of craftsmanship and the
timeless beauty of wooden boats.

Where to Find Noank Pulling Boat Plans



If you've been captivated by the idea of building your own Noank Pulling Boat,
you're in luck. There are several reputable sources online that offer detailed plans
and instructions to guide you through the process. These plans include step-by-
step explanations, diagrams, and material lists to ensure you have everything you
need to create your very own masterpiece.

Among the most popular sources are specialized boatbuilding websites and
forums dedicated to preserving the art of wooden boat construction. These online
communities provide valuable resources and a space to connect with fellow boat
enthusiasts who share your passion.

Building a Noank Pulling Boat is a labor of love that requires patience, skill, and
dedication. However, the end result is worth every effort. The Noank Pulling Boat
is a remarkable vessel that combines elegance, performance, and a deep
connection to maritime history.

Whether you decide to build one yourself or simply appreciate the craftsmanship
involved, the Noank Pulling Boat showcases the beauty of wooden boats and
reminds us of the rich heritage of boatbuilding. It's a true masterpiece that will
continue to fascinate and inspire for generations to come.
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Instruction manual for building the Noank Pulling Boat. A strip-built sliding seat
rowing boat suitable for open water. This manual does not include the plans.

These photo-intensive instructions guide you step-by-step through the process of
building a sliding seat rowing boat. While intended for the Noank Pulling boat
design, they are highly applicable to any strip-built small boat. Starting from
cutting the forms, setting them up, the manual takes you through the stripping of
the hull including shaping and fitting strips. We then proceed through fairing and
sanding to fiberglass with epoxy resin. Gunwales and lightweight strip-planked
decks are constructed and fitted. The boat is finished with more sanding and
fiberglassing.

Modern Open Water Rowing Boat
I designed the Noank Pulling Boat to be suitable for rowing from my dock on the
Poquonock River in Groton, out into Fishers Island Sound and over to the village
of Noank. This involves a nice stretch of sheltered water on the river, then
heading out into open water where wind waves and summer boat traffic can kick
up some good size waves and a fair bit of nasty chop.
Features:
• 18’ 2” [5.6m] Long,
• 36” [91cm] Wide,
• Sliding Seat,
• Light Weight
• Efficient Hull Shape,
• Ample Flotation and Storage,
• Suitable for Fitness Rowing and Expeditions.
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